
Wordless (or Almost) Picture Books

The Umbrella                                                  Ingrid and Dieter Schubertr

A little dog finds an umbrella in the garden on a windy day.  The moment the dog 
picks up the umbrella, it catches the wind and pulls the dog skywards.  This is the 
start to fantastic journey around the world.  The wind carries the umbrellas and 
the dog all over the world, from the desert to the sea, from the jungle to the north 
pole. 

Flotsam                                                                                      David Wiesner

A bright, science-minded boy goes to the beach equipped to collect and examine 
flotsam--anything floating that has been washed ashore. Bottles, lost toys, small 
objects of every description are among his usual finds. But there's no way he 
could have prepared for one particular discovery: a barnacle-encrusted 
underwater camera, with its own secrets to share and to keep

Flashlight                                                                                                     Lizi Boyd  

Inside a tent it's cozy. But what is going on outside? Is it dark? Is it scary? Not if 
you have your trusty flashlight! Told solely through images and using a spare yet 
dramatic palette, artist Lizi Boyd has crafted a masterful exploration of night, 
nature, and art. Both lyrical and humorous, this visual poem—like the flashlight 
beam itself—reveals that there is magic in the darkness. We just have to look for 
it.

Shadow                                                                                                  Suzy Lee

Internationally acclaimed artist Suzy Lee uses these simple elements to create a 
visual tour de force that perfectly captures the joy of creative play and celebrates 
the power of imagination. Stunning in their simplicity, Lee's illustrations, in just two
shades of colour, present an adventure that begins and ends with the click of a 
light bulb.

Learn the Alphabet with Northwest Coast Native Art                          

Colourful illustrations by various NW Native/First Nations artists providing a 
unique take on learning the alphabet                                      

Journey                                                                                             Aaron Becker

A lonely girl draws a magic door on her bedroom wall and through it escapes into 
a world where wonder, adventure, and danger abound. Red marker in hand, she 
creates a boat, a balloon, and a flying carpet that carry her on a spectacular 
journey toward an uncertain destiny. When she is captured by a sinister emperor, 
only an act of tremendous courage and kindness can set her free. Can it also lead
her home and to her heart’s desire? .

The resources in this kit belong to Early Literacy, Learning Services. They are loaned 
for classroom use only. Please remember to return all items in good condition to Learning
Services. Any items missing will be replaced and billed to the school directly.



Wordless (or Almost) Picture Books

The Farmer and the Clown                                                          Marla Frazee

Whimsical and touching images tell the story of an unexpected friendship and the 
revelations it inspires in this moving, wordless picture book from two-time 
Caldecott Honor medalist Marla Frazee.
A baby clown is separated from his family when he accidentally bounces off their 
circus train and lands in a lonely farmer’s vast, empty field. The farmer reluctantly 
rescues the little clown, and over the course of one day together, the two of them 
make some surprising discoveries about themselves—and about life!

Lost. Found                                                                Marsha Diane Arnold

On a wintry day, a bear loses his soft red scarf. The wind carries it *whoosh* to a 
pair of raccoons who use it to play tug-o-war. When they run off, a beaver dons 
the scarf as the perfect winter hat...until it gets tangled on a tree branch. The scarf
is lost and found by a series of animals, including a fox and a couple of rascally 
squirrels, who use it as everything from a swing to a trampoline. 

Chalk                                                                                              Bill Thomson

Three children discover a magical bag of chalk on a rainy day

The Lion and the Mouse                                                             Jerry Pinkney

In award-winning artist Jerry Pinkney's wordless adaptation of one of Aesop's 
most beloved fables, an unlikely pair learn that no act of kindness is ever wasted. 
After a ferocious lion spares a cowering mouse that he'd planned to eat, the 
mouse later comes to his rescue, freeing him from a poacher's trap. With vivid 
depictions of the landscape of the African Serengeti and expressively-drawn 
characters, Pinkney makes this a truly special retelling, and his stunning pictures 
speak volumes.

GEM                                                                                            Holly Hobbie

Look carefully. There may be a gem in your garden.

A boy, a dog and a frog                                                          Mercer Mayer

A boy and his dog go walking in the swamp. They spot a frog in the water.

Can they use a net to catch him?

The resources in this kit belong to Early Literacy, Learning Services. They are loaned 
for classroom use only. Please remember to return all items in good condition to Learning
Services. Any items missing will be replaced and billed to the school directly.



Wordless (or Almost) Picture Books

Feelings                                                          Stephanie Reid

Children will be inspired to tell their own stories with this wordless book, filled with
engaging, colourful images that show children all types of different facial 
expressions. 

A Dog's Life                                                                   Rose Lorenzo

Think and discuss....What kind of care does a dog need?

The Line                                                               Paula Bossio

A small girl finds the end of a long black line and picks it up. She wiggles the 
line, slides down it and spins inside circles made from it. In her hands, the line
transforms into bubbles to blow, a jungle vine to swing from and a tightrope to 
balance on. The girl is having such a good time! Until suddenly, the line turns 
into a big, hungry monster! Oh, no! Will the little girl be eaten, or will another 
surprise twist to the line save her from the frightening creature 

A Ball for Daisy                                                               Chris Raschka

Any child who has ever had a beloved toy break will relate to Daisy's anguish 
when her favorite ball is destroyed by a bigger dog . The author explores in 
pictures the joy and sadness that having a special toy can bring. 

French Blocks - 

Explore your knowledge of the French language with this 28 block set. Enjoy the 
embossed fleur-de-lis filigree. This stylized detail surrounds two capital letters on 
opposing sides of each block. Two other sides show one number and one animal 
with their French translations. Two more handcrafted capital letters make four 
complete alphabets. 

The Boy and the Airplane                                  Mark Pett

When a little boy’s prized toy airplane lands on a rooftop, he makes several 
rescue attempts before devising an unexpected solution. 

Native Animals Chunky Puzzle

                          Journeys in Nature Chunky Puzzle

The resources in this kit belong to Early Literacy, Learning Services. They are loaned 
for classroom use only. Please remember to return all items in good condition to Learning
Services. Any items missing will be replaced and billed to the school directly.


